DELTA COMPANY
Coming off a strong finish to 2015 after being named Champion Company, the Delta Coy Reapers have had
a great year that has seen us chosen as the Ready Combat Team, the vanguard of Battle Group Tiger.
That said, the year began on a sombre note as we mourned the loss of one of own. Private Jay WaringSmith, of Taree in NSW, sadly took his own life on 05 Feb 2016. A number of Delta Coy soldiers travelled to
Taree to provide the Honour Guard and represent the Battalion at Jay’s funeral. He’ll be remembered as a
strong bush soldier who participated in every activity he could, was always one of the first to volunteer and
usually dragged his unsuspecting mates along with him. He had a happy-go-lucky attitude that underlined a
deep commitment to his mates and to his job. His sense of humour and his ability to strike up friendly banter
with pretty much anyone made him universally loved, in much the same way as his seedy moustache and
the lingering cloud of cigarette smoke made him universally identifiable.
Once again, this year included painfully long stints in South Australia in the Cultana Training Area. Exercise
PREDATORS GALLOP (Feb-Mar 16) began with a series of live fire ranges to qualify and re-familiarise
ourselves with our tools of the trade. What followed was mix of fire bans and live fire exercises by day and
night from Section to Company level, culminating in a live fire mechanised company attack. After a tactical
Field Training Exercise (FTX) over in the new expansion area that ended with a hard-fought battle over a
dam in the middle of nowhere, Combat Team Delta led the way in a mechanised battle group attack with
tanks, artillery, engineers and fast jets in support. It’s unlikely that 1 Bde will see firepower like that again for
several years.
As D Coy were picked to lead the Ready Combat Team, April-May saw us conduct a suite of courses to
prepare us for contingency operations. These included Army First Aid, Helicopter Underwater Escape
Training, Population Protection and Control, and Less-Than-Lethal munitions training. Before we knew it, we
were back in Cultana for Ex PREDATORS STRIKE and Ex HAMEL.
The lead up to certification had its own particular challenges. Coming from the tropical heat of Darwin,
Cultana proved to be very different. It was cold all of the time and wet most of the time. The enemy proved
skilful in their ability to conceal their strength from Brigade’s Intelligence cell. On one exciting occasion, 100
steely-eyed killers from Combat Team Delta, supported by a troop of Abrams tanks, walked six hours in the
middle night to launch a dawn assault on what turned out to be four enemy. Mostly, we walked long
distances, dug pits, and didn’t see the enemy. The men of D Coy acquitted themselves expertly throughout
the entirety of all the exercises, their professionalism always coming to the fore.
Delta Coy were afforded excellent opportunities to conduct airmobile training with MRH90s and Chinooks
from 5 Aviation Regiment, and we got to hone our skills in stability operations to prepare us for duties as the
Ready Combat Team.
After some well deserved leave, Combat Team Delta was deployed at short notice on Exercise Northern
Shield, an ADF-wide test of its ability to deploy and conduct operations. The Combat Team was deployed to
Western Australia to assist the WA Police in countering a simulated terrorist threat in the Broome-Derby.
Dispersed over 450km, the Combat Team formed the only conventional ground combat element in theatre
and due to the soldiers’ determination, initiative and professionalism we proved ourselves to be the most
important asset to the Joint Task Force Commander in defeating the terrorist threat.
In conclusion, Delta Coy is in good shape going into 2017, as we look to handover our RCT duties and enjoy
for some well-deserved leave with our family and friends.
MAJ Joel Waterhouse

